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ABSTRACT: Fake practices in Google Play, the most well known Android application showcase, fuel 

search rank maltreatment and malware expansion. To distinguish malware, past work has concentrated 

on application executable and consent examination. In this paper, we present FairPlay, a novel 

framework that finds and use follows left behind by fraudsters, to identify both malware and 

applications exposed to look through position misrepresentation. FairPlay corresponds audit exercises 

and remarkably joins distinguished survey relations with etymological and conduct sign gathered from 

Google Play application information (87K applications, 2.9M surveys, and 2.4M commentators, 

gathered over a large portion of a year), so as to recognize suspicious applications. FairPlay 

accomplishes over 95% exactness in ordering highest quality level datasets of malware, false and 

genuine applications. We demonstrate that 75% of the recognized malware applications take part in hunt 

rank misrepresentation. FairPlay finds many false applications that as of now sidestep Google Bouncer's 

location innovation. FairPlay likewise helped the disclosure of in excess of 1,000 surveys, announced 

for 193 applications, that uncover another kind of "coercive" audit battle: clients are badgering into 

composing positive audits, and introduce and audit different applications. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The business accomplishment of Android 

application markets, for example, Google Play 

[1] and the motivator model they offer to 

famous applications, make them engaging 

focuses for false and malevolent practices. 

Some fake engineers misleadingly help the 

pursuit rank and notoriety of their applications 

(e.g., through phony audits and fake 

establishment checks) [2], while malevolent 

designers use application showcases as a 

platform for their malware [3]–[6]. The 

inspiration for such practices is sway: 

application ubiquity floods convert into money 

related advantages and facilitated malware 

multiplication. Fake engineers regularly misuse  

 

publicly supporting destinations (e.g., 

Freelancer [7], Fiverr [8], Best AppPromotion 

[9]) to contract groups of willing laborers to 

submit misrepresentation all things considered, 

copying reasonable, unconstrained exercises 

from irrelevant individuals (i.e., "crowdturfing" 

[10]), see Figure 1 for a model. We call this 

conduct "search rank misrepresentation". 

Moreover, the endeavors of Android markets to 

recognize and expel malware are not constantly 

fruitful. For example, Google Play utilizes the 

Bouncer framework [11] to expel malware. Be 

that as it may, out of the 7, 756 Google Play 

applications we broke down utilizing VirusTotal 

[12], 12% (948) were hailed by  
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at any rate one enemy of infection apparatus and 

2% (150) were distinguished as malware by in 

any event 10 devices (see Figure 6). Past 

portable malware recognition work has 

concentrated on powerful investigation of 

application executables [13]–[15] just as static 

examination of code and authorizations [16]–
[18]. In any case, late Android malware 

investigation uncovered that malware develops 

rapidly to sidestep hostile to infection 

instruments [19].  

In this paper, we look to distinguish both 

malware and search rank extortion subjects in 

Google Play. This blend We reveal these evil 

demonstrations by selecting such trails. For 

example, the mind-boggling expense of setting 

up substantial Google Play records powers 

fraudsters to reuse their records crosswise over 

audit composing employments, making them 

prone to survey more applications in like 

manner than ordinary clients. Asset limitations 

can urge fraudsters to  

post surveys inside brief time interims. 

Authentic clients influenced by malware may 

report terrible encounters in their audits. 

Increments in the quantity of mentioned 

authorizations starting with one form then onto 

the next, which we will call "consent inclines", 

may show kind to malware (Jekyll-Hyde) 

advances. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the current framework, the malware danger 

for cell phones is required to increment with the 

usefulness upgrade of cell phones. This danger 

is expanded with the flood in populace of 

advanced mobile phones ingrained with stable 

Internet get to which gives appealing focuses to 

malware designers.  

In the current framework, in the advanced cell 

showcase, Android is as of now the most 

prevalent PDA working framework. Because of 

this ubiquity and furthermore to its open source 

nature, Android-based advanced mobile phones 

are currently a perfect objective for aggressors. 

Since the quantity of malware intended for 

Android gadgets is expanding quick, Android 

clients are searching for security arrangements 

planned for keeping noxious activities from 

harming their advanced mobile phones. Hostile 

to malware items vows to successfully ensure 

against malware on cell phones and numerous 

items are accessible for nothing or at sensible 

costs. From this point of view, we propose and 

investigate some potential restriction arranged 

procedures for compelling malware discovery. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In contrast to existing arrangements, the 

proposed framework assembles this work on the 

perception that deceitful and noxious practices 

desert indications on application markets. The 

proposed framework reveals these loathsome 

demonstrations by selecting such trails. For 

example, the surprising expense of setting up 

legitimate Google Play records powers 

fraudsters to reuse their records crosswise over 

survey composing employments, making them 

liable to audit more applications in like manner 

than normal clients. Asset imperatives can force 

fraudsters to post surveys inside brief time 

interims. Authentic clients influenced by 

malware may report upsetting encounters in 

their audits. Increments in the quantity of 

mentioned consents starting with one form then 

onto the next, which we will call "authorization 

slopes", may demonstrate considerate to 

malware (Jekyll-Hyde) changes. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

 Web Server 

In this module, the Web Server needs to login 

by utilizing substantial client name and secret 

phrase. After login fruitful he can do a few 

tasks, for example, View End User and 

Authorize,View Apps Developer and 

Authorize,Add Fileter,View all Mobile 

Manuals,View all transferred applications with 

rank and appraisals details,View all Apps with 

survey, co audit and Recommend details,View 

all Search Rank Fraud User,View all Malware 

subtleties for Apps,View all Apps pos and neg 

practices ,View Secret key solicitation and 

response,View App hits in chart(Rank),View 

App download in chart,View App Rating in 

chart,View No. Of time App rank 

misrepresentation in diagram. 

Apps Developer 

Add App 

In this module, the administrator can include the 

applications. In the event that the administrator 

need include the new application, he will enter 

application name, application portrayal, 

versatile sort, clients, document name, 

application pictures and snap on register. The 

subtleties will be put away in the database.  

View application  

In this module, when the administrator taps on 

view application, application name, application 

depiction, versatile sort, clients, record name, 

application pictures will be shown.  

Positioning misrepresentation subtleties  

In thismodule, when administrator taps on 

positioning misrepresentation subtleties, 

positioning extortion tally, client name, versatile 

sort, application name, application ID, date and 

time will be shown.  

 

Proof for fakes  

In this module, when administrator taps on 

proof for extortion subtleties, client name, 

versatile sort, application name, application ID, 

misrepresentation IP address, extortion 

framework name, date and time will be shown.                        

User   

In this module, there are n quantities of clients 

are available. Client should enroll before doing 

a few tasks. After enlistment effective he needs 

to login by utilizing approved client name and 

secret key. Login effective he will do a few 

tasks like ,View Profile,Add Mobile name and 

Os,Select versatile name and OS and Upload 

applications with Appname,App uses,App 

desc(enc),App logo image,attach app,Add 

portable booklet like Select portable name and 

OS and attachMobile Manuals file,View all 

transferred applications with rank and 

evaluations and Mobile Manuals  

Search and download portable applications  

In this module client can look through the 

portable application type and snap on hunt then 

he will enter application name, application 

pictures, see subtleties of versatile application, 

enters application ID enter the mystery key and 

download the record. also, send reaction to 

client.  

Quest for top K applications  

In this module, client enter the application name 

and select the top N subtleties at that point 

driving application subtleties will be shown, for 

example, application name, application 

depiction, versatile sort, clients, record name, 

application pictures and appraisals will be 

shown. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented FairPlay, a framework to 

distinguish both deceitful and malware Google 

Play applications. Our examinations on a 

recently contributed longitudinal application 

dataset, have demonstrated that a high level of 

malware is associated with pursuit rank 

misrepresentation; both are precisely recognized 

by FairPlay. Furthermore, we demonstrated 

FairPlay's capacity to find several applications 

that avoid Google Play's recognition innovation, 

including another sort of coercive 

misrepresentation assault. 
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